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Modal verb Should

Ex: You should quit smoking. 

They should arrive soon.

Please refer to YouTube video. 

1. It`s getting late, everyone should go home.

2. The dress fits you perfectly you shouldn’t buy a n      ew one.

3. If you want to pass the final exam, you should s  tu dy harder. 

4. We will have guests for dinner. On the way home from work 

you should       d            pick up bread. 

5. To avoid getting sick, you should wash your hands more often.

6. You shouldn’t drive your car every day, to save the 

environment.

7. My doctor told me that I shouldn’t eat so much sugar.

8. The deadline is tomorrow you should finish the application. 

We use should/shouldn`t to give advice or suggest an idea to 

another person. We also use it to express obligations or 

expectations. 

Match the sentence halves with should or shouldn`t to 

make new sentences. 

study harder 

eat so much sugar

go home

drive your car everyday

buy a new one

pick up bread

finish the application

wash your hands more often. 
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